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Abstract: A hwnan's ability ro perform physical tasks is'limited by physical strength. not by
intelligence. We define "ex,tenders" as a class of robot manipulators worn by humans ro augment
human ~CaI strength. while the wearer's intellect. rett1ains the ccnt.raI control system for
manipulating the extender. Some major areas of application for the extender include

.manufaCt11ring, construction. loading and unloading aircraft, .maneuvering cargo in shipyards,
.~. fo~) mining, or any siblation which requires precise and complex movement of heavy

objects. Our research objective is to determine the ground rules for the control and design of
robotic systems worn by humans through the design. construction, and control of a prototype

experinlental hydraulic ~r for manufacturing operation.

Definition: Figure 1 shows an experimental e?dender at the University of Calif~ Berkeley.
The goal of this research is to determine the ground rules for a control system which lets us
arbitrarily specify a relationship between the human force and the load force. ht a simple case,
the force the hunW\ feels is equal to a scaled-down version of the load force: for example, for
every 100 pounds of load. the human feels 5 pounds while the extender supports 95 pounds, In
another example, if the object being manipulated is a pneumatic jackhammer, we may want to
both falter and decrease the jackbalmTlef forces: then, the hwnan feels only the low-frequency)
scaled..oown com~ of the forces that the extender experiences. Not:e that force reflection
occurs natura11y in the extender, so the human ann feels a scaloo-down version of the actual

forces on the extender without a separate set of actuators.
An electric extender, Composed of tWo anns and twO legs, was designed and buih for

roaneuverlng boxes (Figure 1), A molded rubber handpiece housing a piezoelectric force sensor
serves as the interface between the operator and the machine, The \\'rist joints are arranged in a
spherical configuration with the handpiece at the center of their axes. Thus positioning of a load
is accomplished by 9CbIation of the first three powered joints) while orientation of the end effector
is achieved d1rough wrist ~ons. The wrist bas been designed to have a degenerate
configuration for all possible orientations of the wrist in the targeted work envelope. Such an
architecture insures that any loads applied to the C21d effector will not. manifest themselves in

mmnents which must be supported by the op.erator.
Each leg has four serial degrees of freedom, and, in this case, three additional "false"

degrees of freedont are used in the interface between the operator and the machine. Similar to the
those of the ann, the upper three leg joints are powered. To avoid the need oj: a long "foot" to
support tOrque at the "ankle" of the machine, there are no at:'!l~atl)fS below the knee; the finaJ
degree of free(k)m for the leg is the rolling cootact that occurs between the ankle :~ the ground.

At the ankle. rotary and linear bearings provide degrees of freedom which are intended to isolate a
foot pedC!l to which tlte operator's foot is CQlmectOO through a bicycle cleat. 'This cleat further
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allows for rotary motion of the fOOt from side 10 side:. A three-axis force sensor is mountOO in
between the foot pedal and the ankle bearing assembly. The links used in the arms and legs have
been consu-uctOO fr~ a carboo-oomposite material formed around a stIUctural foam oore.
Aluminum inserts bonded tD the composite links are used to COImect each link end to its
con-espooding a~lator. The links are curved so as tD avoid interference with the operator and the

rest of the machine.
rThe electriC system. designed and built at UC, Berkeley. is composed of two arms and two leg$ and is

used to "zaneuver bous in warehouses. DJlring operation, the e:rrender transfers to the worker's arm, as
feedback, a scaled-down value of the actual load which the extender Is manipulating: lhe worker "feels~

the load weight in the nIQ12ipulations.
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